
SolarSpring Announces Partnership for
Membrane Distillation Module Production
After 12 months of joint development, SolarSpring GmbH, the subsidiary of
Clean Industry Solutions Holding Europe AB and a pioneer in the field of
membrane distillation, is officially announcing a cooperation with the company
DEUKUM GmbH for the purpose of a specialized upscaled component
production. The cooperation will lead to a significant reduction in production
costs and the new production facility will have an initial capacity of 10,000 m² of
module surface per year with further expansion potential.

The cooperation agreement between DEUKUM GmbH and SolarSpring GmbH is the
results of a one-year period of intense research and development on the optimization
of flat plate membrane distillation module production methods and materials research.
The outcome is a highly specialized and cost-reduced production technique that is
expected to fulfill the cost reduction target of 80% compared to the previous method
and thus provide a highly competitive cost per unit. SolarSpring can hereby draw upon
DEUKUM’s multi-decade experience as a specialist in manufacturing flat sheet
components, leading to the success of the joint development. From October 2022
onwards, SolarSpring will be setting up its new production line at a 500 m² facility in the
close vicinity of the headquarters in Freiburg. Uptake of serial manufacturing is
expected as of November 2022 enabling a series zero to be produced before the end
of 2022.     
This cooperation and the resulting price reduction of the membrane distillation modules
will have a positive impact on SolarSpring’s discussions and negotiations with current
and potential customers. At the same time, delivery times will be significantly shortened
through in-house production.

Contact information:

Clean Industry Solutions Holding Europe AB
c/o Win-Win Ekonomi AB
Palmfeltsvägen 21
SE-121 62 Johanneshov/Sweden
E-Mail: info@cleanindustrysolutions.com

Amudova AB is Clean Industry Solutions’ certified adviser. Phone +46 8 546 017 58
E-mail: info@amudova.se

Clean Industry Solutions Holding Europe AB holds 100% of Industrial Solar GmbH and 100% of
SolarSpring GmbH - both located in Freiburg/Germany.  
Industrial Solar GmbH is an international leading technology and solution provider, which develops
projects mainly based on its innovative Fresnel collector technology suitable for fulfilling an expected
growing market of solar process heat. As a one-stop-shop Industrial Solar offers turnkey solutions for
customers in several industries.
Find out more about Industrial Solar GmbH at the following address:
https://www.industrial-solar.de/en/

Founded in 2009 as a spin-off of the Fraunhofer ISE, SolarSpring GmbH - membrane solutions, has
evolved into an international pioneer in the field of membrane distillation offering innovative waste- and
drinking water treatment technology.
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Find out more about SolarSpring GmbH at the following address:
https://solarspring.de/en/

https://solarspring.de/en/

